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CONCEPTS Oi"'AREA MEASURE

Units of Measure
.

4 To find the length of a. line se nt we selected another line-!,segment
..

""11
i as our unit,of.medsure To measure area, we'will/select a portidhof area

.4

1'

;sifdr our un1t.

.

Use your hand

top Now estimate

since it is handy, to estimate the area of your desk

e area of'the'ti-ont of yourth:textbook using your

`A/and. Complete the table beldw to show; how many "hands" it takes to cover

the surfigytfyOur,-desk and how many "hands" it takes to cover the front

of .rour textbook. Try the tame e '
imen using the arda of yourrectan-

,,gular ruler.
a

j

Description of-the

r
Unit of Measure

, Ndme of

the Unit
N

Book Front

(area)

Desk. Top
.

(area)

of hand handarea (ha.1

.
.

.

- ,

Area of-ruler rulerarea (ra.)
r,

2. Use the square inch grid furnished by, your tacher to determine the area

of your, desk top and the front of your math textbook and then complete the

following table..
t.

Descriptionl,of the
'

Unit of Measure

Name of .

the Unit

Book Front

(area)

Desk Top

(area)

a square

1 inch on a side

square nch

(sq. in.),
.

,

.

.

.r

es
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Just as a unit had to be selected to measure length, there must also

aunit selected to.measure area. Usually this unit is a square. 'A

square, of course, is ,A plane geometric figure with fOur right anglps and

with the lengths of all four sides equal. *A picture Of a square with

sides of 1 inch in length is illustrated here. In relation to area, this
9

is termed a square inch.

'1"

ii

1"

1" .

1"

The unit of akea may be a square ''with a side length of one centi-
,

meter, one inch, one ,iot,.one mile; 208 feet, or any other measure. The

-size of the square will depend upon the size of the surface to be meas-

,urd,

Squares were probably selected as units fbr measuring area because

they. "fit together". Try a circle as a unit and see what happens; /

Activities

use the square centimes grid to determihe the ar a enclosed within .

the following cloied curves.





problems 10 11 use the square inch grid to determine tie ,area

within the pla4e geometric figures.
1

10.

$

N

b
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31.

If a rectangle inches in length and 5 inches in heights. what

..
Is the area enclosed within the

\,rectangle? Gir your, answer in

square inchas:

-, 4

13\;1 te answers given to problems 8 and 11, //which do you think, is

oSer to the eicacts area? \ , Why? I

ti

"ulls 4

Each of-the prOblems\ 14

answer 'is' incorrect.

.14. ((that is the'' Area encloSed 1y a rectangle.withlength 15 inches and
.

....height 5, inches? Atnsviert inches.

4

5 A.

i15 is "solved" for you.. However, the,

sect t."

.
. .

,-,

rectangle,
15. What is the area enclosed within a with. length 9 feet and. -4

height 11 feet. Answer: 99 square /inches. 'SA
1

- A

In each of the.problems,16 < 21 4ete-riT3.ne the area enclosed within

the 'rectangle 'with the given dimensionsf

16. Length: 12 inches

Height: '9 inches

17. Length:, 16 feet

feet

18: inches

s\,
Height: 3 feet

29. Length: ' 12 inches

-,/

feigh: 12 inches

J
k

F'

c

IS
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20. Length:61 fa°

I-

I

Height: 1 f ot

Length: Units

Height. hiunits/

22. How mans' square inches are contained in one square foot:

Ne.

to'

a

23. Mow many, square feet contained. in one square yard?.

.24.. An acre is a measure of area', and it is' approximately 208 feet by
.

4

208 feet if it is in the shape of a square. Approximately how many

square feet are,contained in an 'acre?

-

41

1

4uppose'.a small garden of 9ne.acre was planted h One-fourth was A.
r N ,

'planted in beanS, orie-fourth A.n&ucnip gteens, one=f)bilth in-toMa-*
. .

toei; and 'ane-fourthin potatoes. What is the size of the:garderi?

Doe's tie fact Aat the acre of landii.divided Into foUrimaller
. 1

'parts change the amount of lefid in the-garden? You can Eee.thatit

certainly does not. .There .is .one adze of garden here.

4

Beans
f

4

Turnips

Tomatoes
,

.. Potatoes 41

a

el&

(
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"440... fN. plane geometric figure' is partitioned into other sisaller plane

geometric fig4resl.and the areas within these smaller figures-am added,
-/(

I.

4"`"61ftitimu,4414,4",ww.totmi

this sum is, the ama of the larger figure.

The within the larger figure is the sum of the areas within each

0
9 I.

triangle. This area is h 34 or 3sdare units.

Activities'

4 In the prOblems 1 - 9 you .'are to find the .area withlk the larger,

rt

plane geometric figures by adding the areas within the smaller ones.

Youranswers should be given im"square units" since the nuMbers are not

necessarily,square inches4 square centimeters, etc.

rip

2.

7

4

t.

e.
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.

* 10. The area within the larger circle of problem 10 its 18.8, square

units, and the area within the-
'smaller circle is 15.70 square units.

What is the area of the cross-hatched potion? 4,

arallflograms

A parallelogram is, a four - sided plane geometric figure with both

pairs of opposite sidei parallel. Several pictures of parallelograms

follow;.

Ik
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The area endlosed within a parallelogram may be determined by making

use of the method of determining the araa-within a rectangle: Cut along

the' dotted line,

and then place this triangle'in the desired position. The angle AED must

be a 90° angle if we _are to make use of 'our knowledge of areas within

rectangles._ D C

Now the area within the parallelogram ABCD qan be AeterMined by finding

the area within the rectangle EACD: This area is 40 square centimeters,

since the rectangle formed is 10 centimeters in length and 4 centimeters

high.

Activities

In the following problems determine t e areas byotearing, with the

use dIf your ruler, along the koken line d placing the triangle in

position: to form a rectangle. (Do this by tracing the figures on another

A; sheet of paper.) ,

s..
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The length of the brokpn, line is known as the height of the paral-

, lelogram. Instead of length, the parallelogram has a base. The

area within a parallelogram is,deteriined by multiplying the height

by th4

Find the areas within each of the following pprallelograms:

. height: 15 feet.

base: 12 feet

height: h

base: b

4

A

height: 9 inches

base: 1 foot

1.



Triangles
I.

7 h.

The area within a triangle is found by determining the area4within

a parallelogram whose base, is the same as the base of a triangle and

height the same as

parallelogram area

I

the height of the triangle and then dividing this

by 2.

8cm.
r.

The area within the parallelogram ABCD is 8 X74 square centimeters

.or 32., square centimeters. Now, The are within the triangle ABC or tris

angle ACD is just 1/2 of 32 square centimeters or 16 square centimeters.

Let us return to the grid method of determining the area within a

plane figure.

ti

a

Activities

I 5cm.
0

10cm; 1

1. Using your huare centimeter grid determine the area within the

t angle above.

2. does your compare,with 1/2 x 10 x 5?

4 4.

et,

r,

"4
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r

6cm.

13 /

3. Use the same grid to determine the area within the above tri-

angle.

How doesoyour- answer compare,with x 6 x 6?

5. What is the area encldsed within a triangle which has a ba'se

of 36 inches rand a height of 12 inches?

What is the area enclosed within a triangle whOse baselQ s b

inches' in length and height is h inches in length;

Trapezoids

A trapezoid is a fo

The parallel.sides are kfiown as the bases. We will not allow a parallel-

ogram.to be a trapezoid because it has 2 pairs of parallel sides. The

-picture of two trapezoids follow.

t/

-sided figure with exactly two sides parallel.
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To begin, with, let us find the area within a special kind ofitrape-

zoid known as an isosceles tial;ezoideThe lengths of the two nonparallel

,sides are equal in an isosceles5fapezoid.

The area within the trapezoid may be determined by adding th areas within

the two triangles and the rectangle into which it is divided Thus we

have the area within the ,trapezoid to be:

F

S
\

1/2 x 3) + 1/2- (1 x 3) + (4 x 3) =. 15 squar entimeters

Activities

/
Find the areas within these isosceles trapezoids.

v

1.

cm.

10 cm.

I

`')
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.2.

5" cm.

6

9 cm..

in.

4 in.

In pkoblems 4 and 5 draw a picture^ie.you%need to.

Bases:- 10 inches and 20 inches

Height: 4 inches'

Bases: 2 feet and 2 yards

Height: 6 inches

-/

4

ti

15

4

A

4
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If a trapezoid is not isosceles, then the precedingitmethod for find-

ing the area within a trapezoid is not exactly, correct.

Do you see the difficulty that you will encounter if you try to use

the preceding method for finding.the area 'thin a trapezoid? The area

within the trapezoid is the sum off the are within triangle AED, the area

witlipotriangle(BCF, and the area within the rectangle DEFd.' By letting

A represent the word area, just as your initials repregent your name, we

have:

A of the trapezoid ABCD = A.of2N AED + A of #6. FBC +4A of rectangle EFCD

As you cv see, ;at this point our procedure is exactly the same as

the preceding method. Howe?er, we do, not know the length of the bases of

the two triangles as we did before., The area within the rectangle cap be

determines.' It is 8 x 5 or 40 square centimeters. Take 4he two triangles

AED and 'FBC and make *le out of it. This will be triangle. ABC. (De.,

triangle ABD)

D

5 cm. gi

I

8 cm.

ii

e-;,4

.1
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The Area of trapezoid ABCD = (8 x 5) h (5 x 5) square centimeters or

52h square centimeters.
;

Find the area within eAch trapezoid.

Jr

j2 c

Bases:. 10 inches .,and 15 inches

Height:

4. Bases:

Height: 7'feet

Bases: 20 and 35 miles

Height: 25 miles

5 inches"

15 feet and 20 feet L

4
A

:`
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6. Bases:

/Height:

a ,

(fig. 2

4fig. 1)

(fig. 3)41

fl

ti

In this problem the trapezoid is. partiti6ned into a rectangle and two

triangles:' The two trianalei can be placed together to EoritisoQe triaftgle.

What is the area within the rectangle of the 3rd figure for example 6?

,

What is the length of the base the triangle in 'the 2nd figure for

ex.iMple6?
.

,

. J

What isdthe area within the triangle that has been formed? w,7
,

.

What is the sum,of the areas within the 'triangle and the rectangle?
.

This sum is the areiwithin the-otrapezoid.
A $

Area Formilas

4

The following foUr formulas have been established ta. find the.aiea within

1` cert;r1 plane geometric figures:

11,

AN
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Name

Geometric

of Plane'

------____

Methatd---Gf_inding Area

.

Formula for Findig

Area
Figure

L.... Rectangle"'

(

base multiplied by height

base by heir**

. .

A =bxhorA=bhtlParallelogram multiplied
. -

i °

',.., Triangle
.

,

0 one-half of the product of

the base and the height

A = h (b x h) or
At = 1/2 bh

Trapezoid , . .00ne-h-a.lf the product' of 4

the height and the sum of

the two bases .

0 46
4,

A = 1/2-x h x (b
1

+1D
2)

or
A = 1/2 h (b

1
+- b 2)

oT .4

There are four forniula involved Tier, one for each of the four plane
7

figures. It Is. pos'ible though to -incorporate- all four _foirmulas into one,

the formula 'A =.41 h (b1 + b2). This formula can be used to find the area

Within a rectangle becatisq rectangle has \two bases of equal lengthS,

b and_.1;12 = b.-

The area within the rectangle:

raj

1141 (b1

t a 1/2 h (b +.

= 1/2 h '(2b)

n1, (2b)' h

= (1/2 x 2) bh

-4 bh
,

4.

0

f

vi

Ye.
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The area within a parallelogram:

b2

til

1
Since the area para elogram can be determined by partitioning

'and forming a rectangle, the can be dete ed as in the preceding

example. 1, 4

The important- fact (o keep inomind when:using this fOrmula to find

the area within a tritgigle iC6at the length of one of the bases is zero.

Also we have b2 r= b, Therehere b is the length .of the base.'

1 a

The'area within the tria3ig1e:

a

b1 NNW

I

= 1/2 h (31 + b2 )

h (0 + b)

h hht

1= 1/2 bh

Osing the forMula A = h (b
1

b2) find thie areas within each of the
o

following plane geometric figures:

1. A triangle with a base of 9 inches and a height of 6 inches.

2. ,
A rectangle with a base of 12.5 inches and a height of .7.3 inches.

3i A parallelogram'with a base of 51/2 inches and:a height of 21/2,)inches.

fia

h
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7eTmrgemer.or.4......"

4. A trapezoid with these dimensions:

b
1

P 5 2/3 centimeters

b2. = 6 5/6 centimeters

h = '4 centimeters

Circles
q>(

To determine the area within a

pie-shaped parts, and place them to

shaped figure. This is illustrate

7

circlq, divide the interior into

gether to form a "re5tangular"-

d.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'

21

The 'length" of the figure formed is about If the circumference of

the citcle. Since the circumference of the circle is 21f r, the "length"

is 11 r. The "width" is, just the radius Of the. cirdl.e. If the figure

formed is treated as a- rectangle, the area of the interior of the circle

is seen to be x 2 fl r .x r which .is the same as Tfrxror Tr r2.

.^4 J
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Activities

-Find the area of the interior of the circles with these Tit Use

3.14 as the value of Tr .

1. 4 inchs

2. 12 inches

3. .21 inches

'4. 14 meters

5. 27 centimeters

I

6.x Using your square inch grid determine the area within a circle which

has a radius of 1.inch.

2

Check your answer to problem 6 by using the formula A =It r .

8. Using your Square centimeter gridodetermine the area within a circle

which has a radius of 3 centimeters.

Check your answer to problem 8 by using the formula A = r2.
2



4**
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Activities /

Find the area in'square inches within each of thes

figures. Use the one inch squares.

1.

2.

ti\
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8.

9.

.7

(

4

st.

A

4
v.

p.

LI

Pc

;

0

r

r,

7,
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to

1

27 ei

Find the areavithirpeach of tile following plane geometric figures using

your' square' inch and,1/4 square inch grids.
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METRIC tGEOMETRY,
AREA MEASURE

Illustration of Terms

accent, next to; side by-side.

.

Anglep 1 and 2 are adjacent.
Angles 1 and 3 are not adjacent.

centimeter, unit of linear measure,
1

31

a meter, (1 cm.).
fk

chords; line segmehta who0e,endpoints e points of the
circle; a line s4gment°from one paint on -the circle to
anotfier point on the circle. A. C

IS and MD are chords.

circumference, the distance areUnd a circle,

**I

4 .
a

-

cm.

If you st4rt at A, and travel-.-In only.one direction
on the ci*dle, you' willirJcome bi.ck torA: -This dis-

k.

tance you',molidd is thg :t!Ircumferenc0.
.

= T
diameter,-a.line segment frbm a,point on the circle thrOUgh

he center of the cli.cle to a point on the dirtle.
.

b.

dimensions-, the measurements in vatioui.directions which
.

-charactrize a particular form.
'

A.B is a diameter.' I

6cm.

- 1'

The dimensiOns of thls
solid are46 cm x 2 cm

2 cm. x 1' cm.

fi



eguivalent, different names -for the same quantity.

A,quarter is eqUivalent to .25.
el

is equivalent toy .0. "-
5

estimate, a guess about the answer to aproblem.

interior, the part inside, located in the Inside.

/interior

intersection, the points in common.

intersection.
intersection

isosceles, a triangle or trapezoid which has two sides the same length.
A

linear measure, measurement along lines.

meter`,, a unit of length about the same as a yard (actually
'1'3907 inches); 10D centimeters.

Earaliel line6, lines which stay the same'distance apart.
"They7171Ther cross nor meet.

arallelo ram, a four-sided plane figure with exactly two
pairs of parallel sides.

A
13 AB' is parallel to Vli

1-Td is parallel to AD
/ AB D is a parallelogram

partition, to divide into parts,

'



perpendicular, meeting in such a way that the angles formed
are right angles. A

lir (pi), ra
meter;

D

33

io 01' the circumference of a circle to its dia-
approximately- 22 or 3.14

7

c =TT

plane, a flat surface extending indefinitely in two of the
three possible directions.

product, the number which:results when two or more numbers
are multiplied.

x 4= 20 20 is the product

quadrilateral, a four-sided plane figure ('

-radii, plural of,radius.

radius, the line segment whose endpoihts, are .th6 center of
-----The circle and a point on the circle.

radius

ratio, the. quotient of two numbers.

3
A ratio of 3 to 5 is expressed 7

ray, a line segment starting at a point and .continuing
unlimited in one direction.

A

9

Ray AB starts at A, goeg
through B, and .tontinues'
on forever.
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rectangle, a four-sid
parallel and who

trapezoid, a fou
parallel si

vertex, th

ci

d figure whose opposite sides are
se angles are right. A

B

r '-sided figure with exactly one pair of
des.

A

AD is parallel to BC

B °C
ABCD is a trapezoid

point of intersection of the sides of an anee.

1'

I

'1

A


